The kitchens on the top floor of this fine hospital are alone well worth a visit to those interested in labour-saving appliances, but again, the first impression experienced was a craving for the familiar, but forbidden, draught. The regiment of substantial oak dinner wagons was exhibited with much pride, ranged against the hot-water plate in readiness for the next day's meal, and the hermetically closing lids were raised to show the beef tea and milk cans, pudding pans, &c., ranged in readiness for to-morrow's supplies; but while admiring this desirable provision for the comfort of the patients, some of the party confessed, with shame and confusion of face, their preference for the old-fashioned system which preached the free exposure to the outside air of all vessels used in connection with food, rather than their bestowal in closed chests or in a confined atmosphere.
Where the initial outlay on hospital construction is so compulsorilv a matter of supreme importance it would seem April 1, 1899. might serve as the basis for practical object lessons to those responsible for the same as to the distinction between warm air and " stuffy," and this distinction promises to need forcible emphasis until the serious study of practical hygiene takes a more important place in the training curriculum of teachers, nurses, and caretakers.
In conclusion, the moral consequence of seeing only closed windows upon a large body of children or of ignorant patients seem worth consideration, susceptible as is this objection to being dismissed as purely sentimental. Nevertheless, after the first novelty has worn off and the subject been talked threadbare to the few, it is hardly probable that the many successive series of patients will be enlightened by their ever busy attendants as to the reasons why the windows are used only to admit light, or that overworked nurses will enter' into an explanation of the elaborate construction of walls and shafts for the admission and extraction of air, and dilate upon the ingenious mechanism ever at work to propel and purify the incoming atmosphere. Until, too, the instruction of scholars in the elements of sanitation is held in far higher estimation among the rank and file of school teachers than is now the case, a minority only of the pupils will grasp the reason why windows are made to admit light only at school, but must be depended on to furnish both air and light at home. One argument advanced in favour of erecting handsome, well-equipped Board schools is the hope that the children may be incited to reproduce in their homes the surroundings with which they are familiarised at school. It is conceivable that in respect of unopened windows this argument may receive a wealth of support.
